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Perhaps Don Quixote has won such a place in the public imagination because we
recognize parts of him in ourselves. The magnificent, yet absurd, dreamer who must
fight to follow their own adventure against a world that does not always welcome
such vision. The mad knight has shown us that we can, and must, create our reality –
and how truly inspiring and dangerous it can be. We love him for his undying valor,
his bravery in still being, even at the end, truly his own self. 

Being primarily a playwright, Cervantes’ great novel was at its core about the battle
between reality and illusion, the same eternal tension of theater. When the Man of La
Mancha states that “facts are the enemy of truth” he acknowledges that facts can
distract from a deeper emotional truth... we forget that today’s reality was yesterday’s
dream. Facts can change but the human longing for warmth, love, and generosity
remain resolute. In the end, it does not matter that knights no longer exist, that
the monster he attacks is really a windmill, or that his lady Aldonza is not who he
believes. Only that he stays true to the glorious quest to reach for his highest self. 

there was once a man walking through an Indian village with a large stone set in its
central courtyard. Laying eyes on the rock he gasped “there stands the most
magnificent elephant I have ever seen!” Puzzled, the townsfolk shouted, “there are no
elephants here, only a slab of bedrock that has stood in our town for hundreds of
years.” The man responded “canst not see? Let me show you!” and promptly removed a
chisel and hammer from his travel bag. It so happened that this man was a renowned
stone cutter and over the coming days and weeks carved out the most magnificent
elephant the townspeople had ever seen... “Love not what thou art, but only what thou
may become.”



Quixote asks of us to see life "not as it is, but as it
should be..." We got to see the best of this place, what
people and life can be, while staging this beautiful
work. Our director Joe has said that we  jumped off a
cliff and a choir of angels has come to build us our
wings on the way down. Yvonne with bundles of
Renaissance costumes, Andre with his carpernter
artistry, Rachel and Paul with their colorful
paintbrushes, Roger, LJ, Brian, and Nelson with lights
and sound and visuals, Celsius with the boards on
which to tread, Shannon and Vibeke with a space
which to perform....and the list goes on. Truly, thank
you all from my heart. Heavy is the head that wears
the crown and Cody has beared the weight of his role
with humility and grace. Cervantes' real trunk is
not the chest you see on stage but rather the
cardboard box in which cody carries his props and
costumes to rehearsal. Non refert utrum vincam an
amittam ... dum sequor viam 
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